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“The velvet nap which on his wings doth lie. The silken down with which his back is 

sight, His broad outstretched horns, his hairy thighs. His glittering colors and his glorious eyes.” 

From flower to flower we see the delicately painted fritillary gaily flying along. Unlike most 

insects, which are repulsive to the eye at first sight, the butterfly occupies a position of universal 

interest and admiration. The exquisite coloration, the varied wing patterns, and the graceful flight 

certainly attract one’s attention. 

Many times, the question has been asked, “How can one distinguish between a butterfly 

and a moth?” If you would catch one and observe it carefully, you might determine this for 

yourself. First of all, note the feelers or antennae: if they are feather-shaped, it is a moth: but if 

they are club-like in structure it is a butterfly. Another factor in deciding is the position of the 

wings while at rest: the wings of a moth are horizontal and held close to the body; however, in 

the case of the butterfly the wings are held upright in a vertical position. Also, moths usually are 

nocturnal in habits and fly at night, while butterflies prefer the bright sunshine. 

Beauty is only skin deep! Have you ever wondered why a butterfly loses its coloration 

when you handle it? Did you notice the powdery dust on your fingertips after doing so? These 

dust-like particles are tiny scales which cover the wings as shingles do a roof. When observed 

under a microscope these scales reveal many interesting shapes — some resemble tulip petals; 

others look like ears of corn, or onions: while still others appear as a baseball bat. or the letter 

“y”. Flight is impaired with the loss of these scales. There are certain species of male butterflies 

which have specialized scent scales called androconea, which produce very pleasant odors useful 

in attracting their mates. After the scales have been removed, one can see the branched network 

of veins, each of which consists of a double- tube, the outer supplying the air, while the inner 

provides the blood. 

“Simple and sweet is their food. They eat no flesh of the living.”  

It is not unusual to observe these creatures of brilliant hues seeking their sustenance from 

our own flower garden. For what are they searching? At the base of the flower small glands 

exude a sweet liquid secretion called nectar, which supplies them with food. You may wonder 

how these winged insects obtain this nourishment. Their mouth consists of a long slender hollow 

tube, called the proboscis, thru which they suck the nectar. When at rest this organ resembles the 

hair spring of a watch, being tightly coiled below the head. 

Other organs of interest are the eyes called ocelle. Recent experimental work has proved 

that butterflies can discriminate between colors, preferring the blue, purple and yellow-red 

flowers, whereas, green and greenish-yellow do not entice them. Unlike humans they are 

sensitive to ultra-violet light. In general, we might state that their eyes are quite efficient. 

“Every worm beneath the sun, Draws different threads, Awl late or soon, spins toiling 

out, Its own cocoon.” 

Not all of the life of the butterfly was spent in grandeur and ease. For this gay and 

attractive creature passed thru a series of changes which together make a complete 

metamorphosis. From the very tiny egg which is laid singly or in groups on some twig, the 

worm-like larvae emerges. After feasting upon a diet of leaves for some time, the caterpillar 

begins to feel uncomfortable as its outer cloak: does not expand with the increase in the size of 

the body itself. Shedding its outer garment Is comparatively simple, for it merely crawls; out thru 



an opening at the anterior part of the body. This process of molting may continue three or four 

times, but at last, it prepares itself for the rest period during which we call it a “pupa”. In 

temperate regions most butterflies spend the winter seasons in the cocoon. which is spun about 

the body of the pupa. However, in Arctic lands it may remain encased from two to three years. 

“Dead, hangs the chrysalis amid Its bower of living green. Dead? No! It bursts and 

issuing forth, An insect form is seen. O marvel! that the grave of life A living thing should 

yean!” 

Yes, indeed, from a seemingly lifeless tomb creeps forth a crumpled weak creature which 

in the course of a very few hours strengthens and expands to the lovely adult — the butterfly. 

The life span of the adult of some species is but two or three days—long enough to carry out the 

purpose of creation (bringing forth after its kind), for the eggs are laid to produce the next 

generation. Other species may live for the entire season; in fact, a few hardy ones may survive 

the hardships of winter in some well-protected crevice or beneath the loose bark of a tree. 

“Lo the bright train their radiant wings unfold! With silver fringed, and freckled o’er with gold. 

Some in richest and softest of velvets arrayed, Or in mail that does shame to the armorer’s 

trade.” 
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